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to that bridge that spans the Volhov
and he called loudly on the bridge of the Volhov,
and he clamoured in a thunderous tone:
*Ho thou VasiPjusko Buslav'evic,
thou little child, do not gallop far,
take not the road straight ahead.'
So then Vasil'jusko made reply:
'Ho thou then, ho my godfather,
in thy old age art thou so noisy!
I gave thee no egg on Christ's Easter-day,
but now I give thee an egg on St. Peter's day.'
So swiftly Vasil'jusko leapt in under him,
and smote him with his club upon the bell,
and shattered the bell into two fragments;
and the next blow he let fly at his head,
and beat him down into the Volhov stream,
and with him beat down his goodly steed.
(Gil'ferding 54.)
In another ballad, Vasilii makes a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, com-
pleting it successfully; but he obstinately insists on jumping over
a great stone, and kills himself thereby. A suggestion made is that
this pilgrimage and death may have been modelled on Ivan the
Terrible's pilgrimage to St. Cyril's monastery in Novgorod in
1570—an event perhaps celebrated in some strictly historical poem.
In addition to the novelistic matter in these two cycles of Kiev
and Novgorod, there are a few narratives among the 'byliny' which
are not given a quasi-historical setting. The untold Dream (Rybnikov
35) is pure folk-tale. A son dreams that his father will drink his
bath-water, and is so shocked that he refuses to explain to his father,
to a baron, or even to the tsar, being finally imprisoned; then when
the tsar goes on an expedition, the youth saves his life and marries
the princess. Nine Brothers and their Sister (Rybnikov 37) has a
plot akin to the Scandinavian Herr Truers Daughters (JJDV 164).
Nine robbers attack and dishonour a girl who proves to be their
sister. Nastasja Politovskaja or The Youth and the prudent Woman
(Rybnikov 33, 47) is distantly related, perhaps, to the Spanish
Count Velez and Count Claros, since the ballad hinges on the boast-
ing of a youth in a tavern. He claims to have made a conquest of
the princess, whose chamberlain he is, and it is only by her inter-
vention that he escapes execution. Mitrit Vasifemc and Domna
Alexandrovna (Rybnikov 92) is a private tragedy of a type common

